Rolling bearings are an important part of rotary machines. They are used most widely in various mechanical sectors, which are among the most vulnerable components in machines. This paper uses CKF algorithm to compile a signal analysis system, analyses the vibration signal of the rolling bearing, extracts fault features, and realizes fault diagnosis. In order to improve the estimation accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis under nonlinear model, a nonlinear model of bearing fault diagnosis based on quaternion and low-accuracy high-noise sensors is established, and the attitude estimation has performed using the culture Kalman filter (CKF) algorithm. The sensor data comparison shows that the use of the volumetric Kalman filter algorithm can effectively improve the estimation accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis and stability. In this paper, the measured vibration signals of several groups of rolling bearings are analysed, and the signal characteristic frequency has extracted. The results show that using the analysis software designed in this paper, several typical faults of rolling bearings can be correctly identified.
ing energy, reducing scrap rate, and ensuring product quality [1] . However, catastrophic accidents caused by failures and the resulting loss of life and property and damage to the environment are also serious [2] , which has led to people's influence on such things as aerospace vehicles, nuclear power plants, thermal power plants and others. The reliability and safety of large-scale chemical equipment have raised higher requirements. In addition to improving the system reliability and safety of reliability design, researching and applying new materials, new processes, and strengthening quality control measures in the production process during the design and manufacturing stages, the system reliability and safety are improved. An important approach is to monitor and diagnose the working status of the system in real time, which helps to achieve effective control of the equipment and provide early warning of the occurrence of catastrophic failures, and provide effective information for taking corresponding remedial measures [3] . Fault diagnosis theory has developed to meet the requirements of system reliability and safety requirements, and to reduce and control the occurrence of catastrophic accidents [4] . Therefore, the development of fault diagnosis theory will inevitably promote the rapid development and widespread application of fault monitoring and monitoring systems, which can further improve the reliability and safety of system operation, and thus produce huge economic and social benefits [5, 6] .
Compared with other mechanical components, rolling bearings have a unique feature, that is, its life is discrete [7] . Due to this feature of the bearing, there will be such a situation: some bearings have already exceeded their design life and can still work normally, and some bearings fail to reach their design life and appear various failures. Therefore, if the bearing is regularly repaired according to its design life, on the one hand, the bearing that exceeds the design life but still works will be removed for disposal, resulting in waste; on the other hand, bearings that fail to reach the design life will fail. The timely discovery has not removed until regular maintenance and was scrapped. This made the machine work less accurately after a bearing failure and before it was scrapped, or a serious failure occurred without maintenance time, resulting in the entire machine being in a paralysed state [8] . Therefore, the early detection and fault diagnosis of the rolling bearing working status and faults have important practical significance for the safe and stable operation of the equipment [9] .
With the ever-increasing speed, automation, largescale, and complicated modern mechanical equipment, people are increasingly demanding the safety and reliability of mechanical equipment. Once the mechanical equipment is out of order, it will have a huge impact on production and quality. It even poses a threat to people's lives [10] . Bearing fault diagnosis and adjustment is the bottleneck of the improvement of bearing operation efficiency, involving three important links such as alignment, rolling and antishake. Bearing fault diagnosis has usually represented by rotation angle, tilt angle and roll angle, which provides operators with spreaders. The attitude information guides the loading and unloading operation of the bearing, and provides the attitude parameter data for the control system to ensure the safety of the loading and unloading process.
In view of this, this study will introduce the CKF pose estimation link into the control system. The basic idea is to use the CKF algorithm to calculate the pose estimation and attitude measurement signals of the previous stage to obtain the optimal pose estimation. The controller performs attitude adjustment control. This method can theoretically achieve two effects. (1) The attitude control signal provided to the controller is the best estimate of the original attitude development trend, with reasonable advance analysis and The pre-judgment property makes the control system have attitude adjustment convergence properties, and the system becomes stable. (2) We can reduce the passive disturbance (mechanical vibration and wind speed influence) outside the control system of the bearing fault diagnosis and the sensor self-noise interference of the measurement-monitoring unit to avoid these disturbances during the repetitive attitude adjustment, thereby affecting the system stability [11] . The bearing fault diagnosis control system is a large inertia flexible load, and the application of the CKF algorithm has not yet been seen in this field. Therefore, this paper uses the CKF algorithm to solve the bearing fault diagnosis based on the quaternion method, using a three-axis gyroscope. The triaxial acceleration sensor acquires sensor data from the bearing fault diagnosis and control test device, and applies the CKF algorithm to the bearing fault diagnosis and diagnosis. To find the comparison object, the SBG AHRS sensor produced by SBG Systems of France is used as the monitoring standard of bearing fault diagnosis. Caused by the vibration and noise of rolling bearings, in addition to external excitation factors (such as the rotor is not stable, misalignment, fluid excitation, structural resonance and other vibration transmission), the internal vibration of the bearing can be divided into the following three types [12] . The first type is due to the vibration of the bearing structure itself. This section includes two points.
1. The rolling body vibration through the direction of the load; 2. The natural vibration of the ring; 3. The vibration caused by the elastic characteristics of the bearing.
The second type is caused by bearing shape and accuracy problems. This section includes two things.
1. Vibration caused by waviness of rings, raceways and rolling elements; 2. The rolling body size is uneven, the outer ring eccentric vibration;
The third type of vibration caused by improper use of bearings or improper assembly. This section includes three points.
1. Vibration caused by local defects in the contact surface of the raceway; 2. Poor lubrication, vibration caused by friction; 3. The assembly is not correct, vibration caused by deflection of the journal.
Calculation frequency of rolling bearing faults
When the rolling element meets a local defect at the contact with the raceway, an impact signal is generated. Defects on different components, the contact point through the frequency of the defect is not the same, this frequency is called the impact of the interval frequency and characteristic frequency. The interval frequency can be obtained from the analysis of the simple kinematics of the bearing based on the bearing rotation speed and the size of the bearing parts.
There are contact points A and B on the raceways of the outer ring and inner ring, respectively, as shown in Fig 
In the formula, Ve , V i -the circumferential speed at the outer ring and inner ring raceway contact point, mm/s; De , D i -the diameter at the outer ring, inner ring raceway contact point, mm; ne , n i -the outer ring, inner ring speed, r /min.
In the formula d -rolling element diameter, mm; Dmrolling element diameter of centre circle, mm; α -contact angle, reflecting the centreline of the contact point and the centreline of the rolling element in the axial direction of the bearing, rad.
The revolution speed of the rolling elements around the bearing centreline is the average of the speeds V i and Ve .
The revolution speed of the rolling element is also the linear velocity of the cage centre circle. The line speed at a certain point on the cage centre circle is as follows.
From the above, the rotational speed of the cage is as follows.
The rotation speed of the inner ring relative to the cage is as follows.
The rotational speeds of the inner and outer rings with respect to the cage are as follows.
The rotation speed no of the rolling element can be obtained from the relationship between the linear velocities of the two objects at the contact point. For example, the linear velocity at the B point where the rolling element encounters the inner ring is as follows.
The negative sign in the formula indicates that the linear velocity of point B with respect to the centre of the rolling element in which the rolling element contacts the rolling element is as follows.
According to the pure rolling condition, the corresponding point B speed on the rolling contact point B and the inner ring raceway is equal.
The characteristic frequency of the shock vibration caused by local defects is as follows. Frequency of fault features when the inner ring is defective [13] .
Fault feature frequency of the outer ring is defective.
Fault feature frequency of the ball is defective.
The fault feature frequency of the cage hitting the outer ring. fec = n 120
The fault feature frequency of the cage inner ring is as follows.
CKF derivation process
In order to alleviate the problem of filter divergence and numerical precision caused by rounding errors in the filtering process, the square root version of CKF has developed. CKF essentially propagates the square root of the error variance matrix, thus avoiding the matrix square root calculation and ensuring the variance matrix. The following summarizes the CKF algorithm [14] . Since the square root of the variance matrix in the general CKF is the Cholesky decomposition, this requires that the variance matrix is a positive definite symmetric matrix for unique decomposition. The QR decomposition only requires the matrix full rank or row full rank, so the CKF can be guaranteed to proceed. S k−1|k−1 is known and available, you can directly calculate Cubature points (i=1,2,...,m).
The point of propagation of Cubature through the equation of state is as follows.
We can estimate the state prediction at time k.
The square root of the estimated error covariance matrix is as follows.
Hence,
We can directly calculate Cubature points (i=1,2,...,m).
We can spread the Cubature points by observing the equations. Z
It is estimating observations at time k.
It is estimated autocorrelation covariance matrix.
Hence, R k = S R,k S T R,k ,Because of the inverse operation involved, so QR decomposition is as follows.
3 Design of vibration signal analysis system based on CKF
Overall system design
Based on the knowledge of the local mean and the knowledge of rolling bearing fault diagnosis, the structure of the CKF-based fault diagnosis system has designed in this paper. This paper uses MATLAB to write CKF decomposition algorithm. The function of decomposing the vibration signal of the rolling bearing is realized, which helps to obtain the instantaneous amplitude A of the PF component, the residual U, the pure frequency modulation function SI and the PF component with characteristic features [15] . In order to facilitate the user to analyse the vibration signal of the rolling bearing, CKF-based rolling bearing fault diagnose software is designed by the MATLAB GUI tool. Data file selection, parameter design, feature frequency calculation, display of CKF decomposed components, and feature frequency extraction are realized.
CKF algorithm program implementation
The key to this system is the specific programming of the CKF algorithm. According to the analysis in this paper, the steps for implementing the local mean decomposition method are as follows.
1. Find out the extreme points of the data sequence. 2. Use the moving average method to process each extreme point to obtain the first local mean function m 11 and envelope estimation function a 11 . 3. Using the local average function m 11 helps to separate the original signal to get the residual signal h 11 . 4. Use the residual signal and envelope estimation function to get si 11 . 5. Set the offset value to cycle until the termination condition is met, i.e. SI is a pure FM function. 6. After the decomposition, the PF component, the residual quantity U, the envelope function A, and the pure frequency function SI are returned.
The flowchart of the algorithm implemented in this paper is shown in Figure 2 . The designed software is used to analyse the measured rolling bearing vibration signal, and the frequency components of the vibration signal are presented, and compared with the theoretically calculated frequency of the fault characteristic to realize the simple identification of the fault and verify the accuracy and reliability of the software designed in this paper.
Test data description
The measured data in this paper comes from the Case Western Reserve University Rolling Bearing Fault Data Centre. The test stand consists of a 2-horsepower motor (left), a torque converter/encoder, a dynamometer (right), and control electronics [13] [14] [15] . The test bearing supports the motor shaft. A single point of failure was introduced into the failed test bearing using EDM for 7 mil, 14 mil, 21 mil, 28 mil, and 40 mil (1 mil = 0.001 inch) diameters. SKF bearings were used for 7, 14 and 21 mil diameter failures, and NTN equivalent bearings were used for 28 mil and 40 mil failures.
An accelerometer is attached to the vibration data acquisition with the magnetic base housing. The accelerometer is placed at the 12 o'clock position at the two drive ends and the fan end of the motor housing. In some experiments, the accelerometer was mounted on a motor support base plate as well. The 16-channel DAT recorder was used to acquire the vibration signal and post-process it in a MATLAB environment. All data files are in MATLAB (*.mat) format. Digital data was collected at 12,000 samples per second, and data was collected at 48,000 samples per second for faults at the drive end bearing. Use the torque sensor/encoder to collect the speed and horsepower data and record the hand. The failure of the outer raceway is a fixed disadvantage, so that the placement of the fault in the load zone with respect to the bearing has a direct effect on the vibration response of the motor/bearing system. To quantify this effect, experiments were performed with bearings located at 3 o'clock (directly in the load zone), at 6 o'clock (perpendicular to the load zone) and at 12 o'clock on the outer race fault fan and drive end.
Measure bearing vibration signal and fault diagnosis 3.4.1 Inner ring fault vibration signal analysis
The vibration signal analysed software designed in this paper to analyse the test data to obtain Figure 3 . The top of the software shows the time domain and frequency domain waveforms of the inner ring fault vibration signal [16] . The lower part of the software shows the power spectrum of the first four momentary amplitudes of the PF component obtained after the vibration signal is decomposed by CKF, from A1, A2. The characteristic frequency of the inner ring fault can be seen in the A3 power spectrum as 157.5 Hz. Figure 3 show the PF1 component diagram, Figure 4 shows the A1 component diagram and Figure 5 gives the A1-A4 power spectrum enlargement of the inner ring fault vibration signal.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the characteristic frequency extracted from the power spectrum obtained by decomposing the signal, the CKF is 157.5 Hz, and the theoretical frequency calculated from the bearing parameters of the test data is 157.9 Hz. Hence, the error rate is 0.25%, we can accurately determine the inner ring fault, which is consistent with the theory [17] .
From the vibration signal analysed software of the power spectrum, we can see that A1 power spectrum contains the fault feature frequency accompanied by frequency multiplication, which also contains some frequency; A2 power spectrum also contains the fault feature frequency with frequency multiplication. However, the frequency is more than that of A1. The A3 power spectrum contains the characteristic frequency without frequency multiplication, but the frequency is more; the A4 power spectrum does not include the characteristic frequency. Therefore, by comparison, the power spectrum of the instantaneous amplitude A1 of the PF1 component works best. This may be because the first PF component completely reflects the intrinsic nature of the signal, while the other PF components have separated by the first component.
Vibration signal analysis of outer ring faults
Using the designed vibration signal analysed software to analyse the test data is shown in Figure 4 -5. The top of the software shows the time domain and frequency domain waveforms of the outer ring fault vibration signal [18] . The bottom of the software shows the power spectrum of the first four instantaneous amplitudes of the PF component obtained after the vibration signal is decomposed by the CKF. In the A3 power spectrum, the characteristic frequency of the inner ring fault can be seen as 104.7 Hz.. Figure 6, Figure 6 , and Figure 8 show the PF1 component diagram, A1 component diagram, and A1 power spectrum diagram of the outer ring fault vibration signal, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the characteristic frequency extracted from the power spectrum obtained by decomposing the signal through CKF is 104.7 Hz, and the theoretical characteristic frequency calculated from the bearing parameters of the test data is 104.5 Hz, and the error rate is 0.19%. Therefore, it can be accurately judged that this fault is an inner ring fault, which is consistent with the theory [19] .
From the vibration signal analysed software of power spectrum, we can see that A1 power spectrum contains the fault feature frequency accompanied by frequency multi-plication, which also contains some frequency; A2 power spectrum also contains the fault feature frequency with frequency multiplication However, the frequency is more than that of A1. The A3 power spectrum contains the characteristic frequency without frequency multiplication, but the frequency is more; the A4 power spectrum does not include the characteristic frequency [20] . Therefore, by comparison, the power spectrum of the instantaneous amplitude A1 of the PF1 component works best. This may be because the first PF component completely reflects the intrinsic nature of the signal, while the other PF components have separated by the first component. 
Analysis of rolling fault vibration signal
The designed vibration signal analysis software to analyse the test data to obtain Figure 9 . The top of the software shows the time domain and frequency domain waveforms of the rolling element fault vibration signal. The bottom of the software shows the power spectrum of the first four instantaneous amplitudes of the PF component obtained after the vibration signal is decomposed by the CKF, from A1, A2, A3 power spectrum can be seen in the characteristic frequency of the inner ring fault is 138.4Hz. Figure 9 , Figure 10 , and Figure 11 show the PF1 component diagram, the A1 component diagram, and the A1-A4 power spectrum enlargement diagrams of the outer ring fault vibration signal, respectively.
From Figure 11 , it can be seen that the characteristic frequency extracted from the power spectrum obtained by decomposing the signal through the CKF is 138.4 Hz, while the theoretical frequency calculated from the bearing parameters of the test data is 137.5 Hz, and the error rate is 0.66%. Therefore, it can be accurately determined that this fault is an inner ring fault, which is consistent with the theory [21] . From the vibration signal analysis software A power spectrum, we can see that A1 power spectrum contains the frequency of the fault feature at the same time, which also contains some of the frequency. A2 power spectrum also contains the fault feature frequency with frequency multiplication. However, it contains a large amount of noise; the A3 and A4 power spectra do not include the characteristic frequency, and there are many fre-quency noises [7] . Therefore, by comparison, the power spectrum of the instantaneous amplitude A1 of the PF1 component works best. This may be because the first PF component completely reflects the intrinsic nature of the signal, while the other PF components are separated by the first component.
Conclusion
The CKF algorithm is used in a bearing fault diagnosis and estimation system composed of low precision, high-noise sensors, and the test data has repeatedly verified by the bearing spreader model. The test results show that the CKF algorithm can observe the sensor noise and the attitude disturbance noise. This article summarizes and draws on previous research results. Based on this, the local mean value decomposition has introduced into the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings. The fault characteristics of the vibration signal of rolling bearings are studied. In order to facilitate the analysis, the signal analysis software based on the CKF algorithm has designed by the MATLAB GUI tool for the actual bearing vibration signal. Through the study of this paper, we can draw the following conclusions as follows. The comparison of time-frequency analysis methods reflects the superiority of this method. 2. Through the CKF decomposition of the vibration signal of the rolling bearing, the PF component has obtained, and then the power spectrum of the instantaneous amplitude is obtained, so that the fault characteristic frequency can be obtained for finding the fault point of the rolling bearing. 3. Combining the CKF algorithm with the MATLAB GUI, the fault diagnosis software for rolling bearings can be designed, the vibration signal is decomposed by CKF, and then its characteristic frequency is extracted to determine the fault point of the rolling bearing.
